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Operations Research: 1934-1941," 35, 1, 143-152; "British The goal of the
Encyclopedia of Operations Research and Operational Research in World War
II," 35, 3, 453-470; Management Science is to provide to decision makers and "U.
S. Operations Research in World War II," 35, 6, 910-925; problem solvers in
business, industry, government and and the 1984 article by Harold Lardner that
appeared in academia a comprehensive overview of the wide range of
Operations Research: "The Origin of Operational Research," ideas,
methodologies, and synergistic forces that combine to 32, 2, 465-475. form the
preeminent decision-aiding fields of operations re search and management
science (OR/MS). To this end, we The Encyclopedia contains no entries that
define the fields enlisted a distinguished international group of academics of
operations research and management science. OR and MS and practitioners to
contribute articles on subjects for are often equated to one another. If one defines
them by the which they are renowned. methodologies they employ, the equation
would probably The editors, working with the Encyclopedia's Editorial stand
inspection. If one defines them by their historical Advisory Board, surveyed and
divided OR/MS into specific developments and the classes of problems they
encompass, topics that collectively encompass the foundations, applica the
equation becomes fuzzy. The formalism OR grew out of tions, and emerging
elements of this ever-changing field. We the operational problems of the British
and U. s. military also wanted to establish the close associations that OR/MS
efforts in World War II.
This book is a practical guide to building computational models of high-level
cognitive processes and systems. High-level processes are those central
cognitive processes involved in thinking, reasoning, planning, and so on. These
processes appear to share representational and processing requirements, and it
is for this reason that they are considered together in this text. The book is
divided into three parts. Part I considers foundational and background issues.
Part II provides a series of case studies spanning a range of cognitive domains.
Part III reflects upon issues raised by the case studies. Teachers of cognitive
modeling may use material from Part I to structure lectures and practical
sessions, with chapters in Part II forming the basis of in-depth student projects.
All models discussed in this book are developed within the COGENT
environments. COGENT provides a graphical interface in which models may be
sketched as "box and arrow" diagrams and is both a useful teaching tool and a
productive research tool. As such, this book is designed to be of use to both
students of cognitive modeling and active researchers. For students, the book
provides essential background material plus an extensive set of example models,
exercises and project material. Researchers of both symbolic and connectionist
persuasions will find the book of interest for its approach to cognitive modeling,
which emphasizes methodological issues. They will also find that the COGENT
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environment itself has much to offer.
'The 4th edition of this extensive text is an outstanding resource prepared by
nurses (and a librarian) for nurses. In a structured and helpful style it presents
thousands of items from the literature - published papers, reports, books and
electronic resources - as a clear, accessible, and most of all useful collection.
The efforts to signpost and lead the reader to the sought-for information are
effective and well-conceived, and the "How to use this book" section is
remarkably simple...the book should be found in every nursing and health library,
every research institute and centre, and close to many career researchers' desks'
- RCN Research This latest edition of Resources for Nursing Research provides
a comprehensive bibliography of sources on nursing research, and includes
references for books, journal papers and Internet resources. Designed to act as a
'signpost' to available literature in the area, this Fourth Edition covers the
disciplines of nursing, health care and the social sciences. Entries are concise,
informative and accessible, and are arranged under three main sections: ·
'Sources of Literature' covers the process of literature searching, including using
libraries and other tools for accessing literature · 'Methods of Inquiry' includes an
introduction to research, how to conceptualize and design nursing and health
research, measurement and data collection, and the interpretation and
presentation of data · 'The Background to Research in Nursing' encompasses the
development of nursing research; the profession's responsibilities; the role of
government; funding; research roles and careers; and education for research.
Fully revised and updated, the Fourth Edition includes just under 3000 entries, of
which 90% are new. It has extensive coverage of US, UK literature and other
international resources. This new edition will be an essential guide for all those
with an interest in nursing research, including students, teachers, librarians,
practitioners and researchers.
This work examines issues such as medical diagnosis, weather forecasting,
labour negotiations, risk, public policy, business strategy, eyewitnesses, and jury
decisions. This is a revision of Arkes and Hammond's 1986 collection of papers
on judgment and decision-making. Updated and extended, the focus of this
volume is interdisciplinary and applied.
'eMarketing eXcellence' offers an exciting new approach to help you build a
customer-driven e-business. As the core text for the CIM's E-marketing award,
the book offers a highly structured and accessible guide to a critical subject,
providing a useful reference point for all students and managers involved in
marketing strategy and implementation. A practical guide to creating and
executing e-marketing plans, this book combines established approaches to
marketing planning with the creative use of new e-models and e-tools. It is
designed to support both marketers who are integrating e-marketing into their
existing marketing and communications strategies and experienced e-marketers
looking to optimise their e-marketing. The book shows how to: · Draw up an
outline e-marketing plan · Evaluate and apply e-marketing principles & models ·
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Integrate online and offline communications · Implement customer-driven emarketing · Reduce costly trial and error · Measure and enhance your emarketing · Drive your e-business forward As the core text for the CIM's new
professional E-marketing Award, it provides comprehensive, critical coverage of
the key areas of e-marketing planning for marketing professionals. Established
marketing concepts such as customer relationship management, the marketing
mix and the widely adopted SOSTAC® planning system, are re-examined in the
new media context - and new approaches are defined, including business
models, traffic building and web site design.
Sebastian Knoll suggests that the successful realization of growth synergies is
associated with a selective focus on specific growth opportunities, decentralized
cross-business collaboration that motivates productive business unit self-interest,
and a corporate management approach that guides and balances this selfinterest in an evolutionary fashion.
This useful text unpicks the challenges of e-Marketing for many types of
business. It uses topical case studies and accompanying web material to provide
an up-to-date study of effective marketing strategies.
Addresses the Challenges Facing Public Transport Policy Makers and Operators Public
Transit Planning and Operation: Modeling, Practice and Behavior, Second Edition
offers new solutions for delivering both better services and greater efficiency, solutions
which have been developed and tested by the author in over thirty years of research
work with mass transit policy makers and operators all over the world. It bridges the
worlds of practice and research and academia, provides an overview and a critique of
currently used operational planning methods, and furnishes innovative practical
techniques and modeling. Improve Service Performance and Successfully Manage the
Costs of Operation This new edition brings in new material on timetabling and vehicle
scheduling with different vehicle sizes, new methods of designing transit route
networks, analysis of transit coordination and connectivity, behavioral aspects of
passengers including when making transfers, and innovative methods related to
automation and optimization which can be used in real time to significantly improve
service reliability. Combines academic research with real-world project experience
Focuses on issues encountered in practice Provides unique coverage of the field Public
Transit Planning and Operation: Modeling, Practice and Behavior, Second Edition
incorporates a series of themes and new ways of thinking about planning and
operation. Bridging the gap between theory and application, this text outlines the factors
affecting public-transport services, addresses common problems, and offers practical
solutions for improvement.
This research monograph describes the integration of analogical and case-based
reasoning into general problem solving and planning as a method of speedup learning.
The method, based on derivational analogy, has been fully implemented in
PRODIGY/ANALOGY and proven in practice to be amenable to scaling up, both in
terms of domain and problem complexity. In this work, the strategy-level learning
process is cast for the first time as the automation of the complete cycle of construction,
storing, retrieving, and flexibly reusing problem solving experience. The algorithms
involved are presented in detail and numerous examples are given. Thus the book
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addresses researchers as well as practitioners.
This book presents IPQMS (Integrated Planning and Quality Management System) as a
powerful management methodology. This system ensures cost-effectiveness as well as
quality in the constructed project, environmental cleanups, and other sectors - providing
an integrative force for essential teamwork in industry and government. This book
contains business and engineering case studies, illustrating a principle, issue, or
approach in making a decision. Each case study examines the spectrum of a particular
project, demonstrating the interrelationships among policy makers, planners, designers,
implementers, and managers in creating a project.
The main area of sustained populist growth in recent decades has been Western
Europe, where populist parties have not only endured longer than expected, but have
increasingly begun to enter government. Focusing on three high-profile cases in Italy
and Switzerland – the Popolo della Libertà (PDL), Lega Nord (LN) and Schweizerische
Volkspartei (SVP) – Populists in Power is the first in-depth comparative study to
examine whether these parties are indeed doomed to failure in office as many
commentators have claimed. Albertazzi and McDonnell’s findings run contrary to much
of the received wisdom. Based on extensive original research and fieldwork, they show
that populist parties can be built to last, can achieve key policy victories and can survive
the experience of government, without losing the support of either the voters or those
within their parties. Contributing a new perspective to studies in populist politics,
Populists in Power is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students,
as well as scholars interested in modern government, parties and politics.
First published in 1987. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
This comprehensive volume provides the first book-length account on the politics of
fossil fuel subsidies. This title is also available as Open Access.
The SAGE Handbook of Sport Management draws together the best current research
on the major topics relevant to the field of sports management, including leadership,
gender, diversity, development, policy, tourism, and media. Edited by two of the most
respected figures in the field, the handbook includes contributions from leading sport
management academics from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, USA, the UK and
Europe.
This volume presents a detailed study of the climate strategies of ExxonMobil, Shell, and
Statoil. With an innovative analytical approach, the authors explain variations at three decisionmaking levels: within the companies themselves, in the national home-bases of the companies,
and at the international level. The analysis generates policy-relevant knowledge about whether
and how corporate resistance to a viable climate policy can be overcome.
Every decision about energy involves its price and cost. The price of gasoline and the cost of
buying from foreign producers; the price of nuclear and hydroelectricity and the costs to our
ecosystems; the price of electricity from coal-fired plants and the cost to the atmosphere.
Giving life to inventions, lifestyle changes, geopolitical shifts, and things in-between, energy
economics is of high interest to Academia, Corporations and Governments. For economists,
energy economics is one of three subdisciplines which, taken together, compose an economic
approach to the exploitation and preservation of natural resources: energy economics, which
focuses on energy-related subjects such as renewable energy, hydropower, nuclear power,
and the political economy of energy resource economics, which covers subjects in land and
water use, such as mining, fisheries, agriculture, and forests environmental economics, which
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takes a broader view of natural resources through economic concepts such as risk, valuation,
regulation, and distribution Although the three are closely related, they are not often presented
as an integrated whole. This Encyclopedia has done just that by unifying these fields into a
high-quality and unique overview. The only reference work that codifies the relationships
among the three subdisciplines: energy economics, resource economics and environmental
economics. Understanding these relationships just became simpler! Nobel Prize Winning
Editor-in-Chief (joint recipient 2007 Peace Prize), Jason Shogren, has demonstrated excellent
team work again, by coordinating and steering his Editorial Board to produce a cohesive work
that guides the user seamlessly through the diverse topics This work contains in equal parts
information from and about business, academic, and government perspectives and is intended
to serve as a tool for unifying and systematizing research and analysis in business,
universities, and government
Transformation to a low carbon economy is a central tenet to any discussion on the solutions
to the complex challenges of climate change and energy security. Despite advances in policy,
carbon management and continuing development of clean technology, fundamental business
transformation has not occurred because of multiple political, economic, social and
organisational issues. Carbon Governance, Climate Change and Business Transformation is
based on leading academic and industry input, and three international workshops focused on
low carbon transformation in leading climate policy jurisdictions (Canada, USA and the UK)
under the international Carbon Governance Project (CGP) banner. The book pulls insights
from this innovative collaborative network to identify the policy combinations needed to create
transformative change. It explores fundamental questions about how governments and the
private sector conceptualize the problem of climate change, the conditions under which
business transformation can genuinely take place and key policy and business innovations
needed. Broadly, the book is based on emerging theories of multi-levelled, multi-actor carbon
governance, and applies these ideas to the real world implications for tackling climate change
through business transformation. Conceptually and empirically, this book stimulates both
academic discussion and practical business models for low carbon transformation.
Updated throughout with new vignettes, boxes, cases, and more, this classic text blends the
most recent sales management research with real-life "best practices" of leading sales
organizations. The text focuses on the importance of employing different sales strategies for
different consumer groups, and on integrating corporate, business, marketing, and sales
strategies. It equips students with a strong foundation in current trends and issues, and
identifies the skill sets needed for the 21st century.
This book assesses the state of international manufacturing strategy and clarifies how recent
developments, for example regarding configuration, technology, and the environment, are
impacting on its content and direction and on its relationship to manufacturing performance. In
providing up-to-date coverage of the consequences of such forces and factors for international
manufacturing, this book aims to expand the debate concerning international manufacturing
strategy and cast light on its current evolution. International manufacturing is operating within a
time of great flux. While offshoring of activities has dominated over recent decades,
nearshoring and reshoring are increasingly being considered and observed in practice. At the
same time, technologies such as 3D-printing are gaining traction and the role of ICT and data
analytics is increasingly important in the international manufacturing landscape while
digitization becomes more prevalent and the embrace of the Internet of Things (IOT)
accelerates. Furthermore, issues related to the environment are figuring more prominently in
international manufacturing considerations, and assumptions regarding the long-term cost of
energy are being called into question. International manufacturing is also experiencing greater
servitization.
How and why do business organisations contribute to climate change governance? The
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contributors' findings on South Africa, Kenya and Germany demonstrate that business
contributions to the mitigation and adaptation to climate change vary significantly.
This book brings attention to the growing complexity of managing multinational firms in light of
the rise to significant power of non-governmental organizations such as Amnesty International
and the anti-WTO coalition. It also considers the renewed public doubts about MNE legitimacy
as the free-market model comes under greater criticism, especially in emerging markets. The
book adds very useful value in illuminating situations in which companies are facing increased
impact of pressure groups as well as governments in their international business. The menu of
papers really gives the reader some food for thought, and specifically for thinking about how
more acceptable governance of MNEs can be pursued in the 21st century. Robert Grosse, The
Garvin School of International Management, US In recent years a number of excellent books
have been published on the failure of corporate governance. However, nothing compares with
Sushil Vachani s Transformations in Global Governance, a gripping account of global
corporate governance provided by recognized IB scholars. Subhash C. Jain, University of
Connecticut, US An excellent book for scholars, business leaders, and policymakers that
makes good on its title Transformations in Global Governance. Sushil Vachani and the book s
contributors identify how the governance structures of organizations are being transformed not
just shifted or adjusted. NGOs, the WTO, multilateral institutions, multinationals, host
governments and many other stakeholders have new roles and rules that are redefining how
one governs a successful and socially responsible global enterprise. A must read for those
intending to lead their organization's change efforts in our global economy. Stephen A. Stumpf,
Villanova University, US and co-editor of Handbook on Responsible Leadership and
Governance in Global Business The world of multinational enterprises is changing
dramatically. Their complex and dynamic international context presents them with special
challenges threatening their survival on one hand, and presenting them with unprecedented
opportunities on the other. In this volume, international experts analyze different aspects of the
transformations in global governance: ideological variations, trade governance, competition
policy and the rise of civil society. They discuss the implications for multinational government
relations, multinationals self-governance, relations with NGOs and issues of competitiveness.
The book focuses on two forces integral to the process of globalization. The first is the
evolution of inter-governmental organizations, such as the World Trade Organization, and
various agreements pertaining to trade, environment, labor, competition and investment. The
other equally important factor is the rise of non-governmental organizations (NGOs), which
have a significant impact on the strategies of multinational enterprises, governments and intergovernmental organizations. The contributors explore these forces in chapters detailing shifts
in governance and their implications for multinationals, governments and society in general.
This cohesive examination of an under-analyzed area will appeal to students and scholars of
international business, and other researchers in management schools, think tanks,
management consulting companies, government agencies, inter-governmental organizations,
and NGOs.

The second edition of the Handbook of Multicultural School Psychology
continues the mission of its predecessor, offering a comprehensive,
interdisciplinary view of the field of multicultural school psychology and
addressing the needs of children and families from diverse cultural backgrounds.
The revised organizational structure includes the following: History and
Professional Issues; Consultation and Collaboration; Interventions Focused on
Academic and Mental Health Issues; Data-based Decision Making; Systemsbased Issues; Training and Research; and Future Perspectives. Nineteen of the
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volume's twenty-three chapters are completely new to this edition, while the rest
have been effectively revised and updated. Comprehensive—In seven sections,
this book covers theoretical, research, and practical concerns in a wide range of
areas that include multicultural and bilingual issues, second language acquisition,
acculturation, parent collaboration, research, and systemic issues. Chapter
Structure—Chapter authors follow a uniform structure that includes theoretical and
research issues and implications for practice. Recent practice and training
guidelines including Blueprint for Training and Practice III (2006), NASP Model
for Comprehensive and Integrated School Psychological Services (2010), and
APA Multicultural Guidelines (2003) are covered. Interdisciplinary
Perspective—Contributing authors are from a wide range of related fields that
include school psychology, special education, general education, early childhood
education, educational psychology, clinical psychology, counseling, and mental
health, thus exposing readers to theory and research from various approaches.
Changes—New to this edition is a section focusing on systemic issues such as
overrepresentation of culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students in
special education, prejudice, response to intervention (RTI) for CLD students and
English Language Learners (ELL), and end-of-chapter discussion questions. This
book is ideal for graduate courses and seminars on multicultural school
psychology. It is also a useful reference for researchers and practicing school
psychologists and the libraries that serve them.
With the latest insights from the world of communication studies into the nature of
corporate reputation, this new addition to Wiley-Blackwell’s series of handbooks
on communication and media reflects the growing visibility of large businesses’
ethical profiles, and tracks the benefits that positive public attitudes can bring.
Serves as the definitive research collection for a fast-growing field featuring
contributions by key international scholars Brings together state-of-the-art
communication studies insights on corporate reputation Identifies and addresses
the lacunae in the research literature Applies new theoretical frameworks to
corporate reputation
This volume features the complete text of all regular papers, posters, and
summaries of symposia presented at the 15th annual meeting of the Cognitive
Science Society.
An accessible synthesis of a decade of multidisciplinary research into how
diverse actors exercise authority in environmental decision making.
Afro-Eurasia: Assessing Sustainability focuses on the geographic area where
humans originated and first began to make use of the natural world - Earth's
largest landmass, stretching from Portugal in the west across the steppes of
Russia and south across Africa to the Cape of Good Hope. By examining the
history of human expansion, as well as 21st century pressures to address
ecosystem damage across the region, international scholars and regional experts
weave sustainability into core curricular subjects. The interdisciplinary coverage
includes national and regional environmental histories, as well as business and
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commerce, migration, educational institutions, law and government, and the
lifestyles of diverse populations.
It is widely accepted that technology is one of the forces driving economic
growth. Although more and more new technologies have emerged, various
evidence shows that their performances were not as high as expected. In both
academia and practice, there are still many questions about what technologies to
adopt and how to manage these technologies. The 15 articles in this book aim to
look into these questions. There are quite many features in this book. Firstly, the
articles are from both developed countries and developing countries in Asia,
Africa and South and Middle America. Secondly, the articles cover a wide range
of industries including telecommunication, sanitation, healthcare, entertainment,
education, manufacturing, and financial. Thirdly, the analytical approaches are
multi-disciplinary, ranging from mathematical, economic, analytical, empirical and
strategic. Finally, the articles study both public and private organizations,
including the service industry, manufacturing industry, and governmental
organizations. Given its wide coverage and multi-disciplines, the book may be
useful for both academic research and practical management.
Business and Development Studies: Issues and Perspectives provides a
comprehensive collection of cutting-edge theoretical and empirical contributions
to the emerging field of business and development studies. Compared to more
traditional business-school accounts of business in developing countries which
focus on the challenges and opportunities of doing business in developing
countries, this anthology explores whether, how, and under what conditions
business contributes to the achievement of economic, social, and environmental
goals in developing countries. The book consolidates the current status of
academic work on business and development, identifies state of the art in relation
to this academic field, and establishes a future research agenda for ‘business
and development studies’ as an emerging academic discipline within the social
sciences. The book will be of interest to researchers and students, including
economists, geographers, sociologists, political scientists, corporate social
responsibility specialists, and development scholars who are seeking an in-depth
overview of current debates about the role of business as a development agent in
the Global South. The book is also of relevance to practitioners that are engaged
in work with the private sector seeking to enhance the positive effects and
minimize the negative economic, social, and environmental consequences of
business activity in the Global South.
This book reviews the field of Knowledge Management, taking a holistic
approach that includes both "soft" and "hard" aspects. It provides a broad
perspective on the field, rather than one based on a single viewpoints from
Computer Science or Organizational Learning, offering a comprehensive and
integrated conception of Knowledge Management. The chapters represent the
best Knowledge Management articles published in the 21st century in Knowledge
Management Research & Practice and the European Journal of Information
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Systems, with contributors including Ikujiro Nonaka, Frada Burstein, and David
Schwartz. Most of the chapters contribute significantly to practise as well as
theory. The OR Essentials series presents a unique cross-section of high quality
research work fundamental to understanding contemporary issues and research
across a range of Operational Research topics. It brings together some of the
best research papers from the highly respected journals of the Operational
Research Society, also published by Palgrave Macmillan.
`This book is a good comprehensive text and comes highly recommended to
anyone currently involved in, looking to get involved in, or just interested in
environmental management, environmental accounting and reporting' - Pacific
Accounting Review This is the long-awaited 2nd edition of the benchmark
publication that helped shape the developing agenda of environmental
accounting. This excellent new edition provides an overview of the subject
ranging from environmental management to sustainability, and integrates the
major advancements that have occurred since the first edition - in both research
and practice. It introduces and explains environmental issues as they relate to
accountants today. This new work also places an increased emphasis on the
emerging research literature in the field and reveals a consciousness of the
difficulties of developing an environmental agenda in business. It makes an
excellent stand-alone text for lower level students, a firm base from which the
advanced student or researcher can explore research and more complex issues,
and a useful guide for practitioners seeking to understand and implement
environmental practice.
A generation ago not a single country had laws to counter money laundering;
now, more countries have standardized anti–money laundering (AML) policies
than have armed forces. In The Money Laundry, J. C. Sharman investigates
whether AML policy works, and why it has spread so rapidly to so many states
with so little in common. Sharman asserts that there are few benefits to such
policies but high costs, which fall especially heavily on poor countries. Sharman
tests the effectiveness of AML laws by soliciting offers for just the kind of
untraceable shell companies that are expressly forbidden by global standards. In
practice these are readily available, and the author had no difficulty in buying the
services of such companies. After dealing with providers in countries ranging
from the Seychelles and Somalia to the United States and Britain, Sharman
demonstrates that it is easier to form untraceable companies in large rich states
than in small poor ones; the United States is the worst offender. Despite its
ineffectiveness, AML policy has spread via three paths. The Financial Action
Task Force, the key standard-setter and enforcer in this area, has successfully
implemented a strategy of blacklisting to promote compliance. Publicly identified
as noncompliant, targeted states suffered damage to their reputation.
Subsequently, officials from poor countries became socialized within
transnational policy networks. Finally, international banks began using the
presence of AML policy as a proxy for general country risk. Developing states
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have responded by adopting this policy as a functionally useless but symbolically
valuable way of reassuring powerful outsiders. Since the financial crisis of 2008,
the G20 has used the successful methods of coercive policy diffusion pioneered
in the AML realm as a model for other global governance initiatives.
Since the beginning of the 2000s, important changes in external environments
have affected the corporate governance practices of firms all around the world.
The corporate governance structure in each country develops in response to
country-specific factors and conditions. Firms are currently engaged in a variety
of dynamic business relationships such as business networks, strategic alliances,
and conglomerates especially in high technology sectors. Strategy, Structure and
Corporate Governance by Nabyla Daidj, proposes to analyze the main trends
and drivers of change in corporate governance of several kinds of organizations:
- Large conglomerates. The development of large and complex conglomerate
organizations have played an important role in the economy in Japan but also in
other countries such as Korea with chaebols, which can be defined as closely
intertwined industrial groupings. - Inter-firms networks (districts, clusters etc.);
and, - 'Recent' forms of inter-firms networks (business ecosystems). The author
examines several case studies and shows how shifts in markets and global
competition are reconfiguring transactions within these organizations and are
impacting corporate governance systems.
Do big bonuses really motivate bankers to work harder? Is it better to hire
someone with a personality similar to your own? What impact does delivering
'service with a smile' have on employees? Introduction to Work and
Organizational Behaviour answers all of these questions and more, offering
insights into contemporary management practices and encouraging you to reflect
critically on the realities of the workplace. Building on the success of the previous
edition, this new edition offers: • New chapters on organizational change, and
diversity and people management • Brand new Links to Management videos
featuring business managers and consultants discussing topics such as
perception and learning • 12 new Globalization and Organization Misbehaviour
vignettes illustrating contemporary organizational practice and its impact across
the world • 12 new The Reality of Work boxes providing thought-provoking
examples of the interconnection between society and organizational behaviour •
Over 200 new references, bringing the discussion right up to date. Visit
www.palgrave.com/bratton-ob to access examples of organizational behaviour in
popular films such as The Imitation Game, as well as a guide to developing your
skills in report writing and oral presentations, and Chinese translations of key
vocabulary and chapter summaries.
The circular economy is a policy approach and business strategy that aims to
improve resource productivity, promote sustainable consumption and production
and reduce environmental impacts. This book examines the relevance of the
circular economy in the context of developing countries, something which to date
is little understood. This volume highlights examples of circular economy
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practices in developing country contexts in relation to small and medium
enterprises (SMEs), informal sector recycling and national policy approaches. It
examines a broad range of case studies, including Argentina, Brazil, China,
Colombia, India, Indonesia, Kenya, South Africa, and Thailand, and illustrates
how the circular economy can be used as a new lens and possible solution to
cross-cutting development issues of pollution and waste, employment, health,
urbanisation and green industrialisation. In addition to more technical and policy
oriented contributions, the book also critically discusses existing narratives and
pathways of the circular economy in the global North and South, and how these
differ or possibly even conflict with each other. Finally, the book critically
examines under what conditions the circular economy will be able to reduce
global inequalities and promote human development in the context of the
Sustainable Development Goals. Presenting a unique social sciences
perspective on the circular economy discourse, this book is relevant to students
and scholars studying sustainability in economics, business studies,
environmental politics and development studies.
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